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The RYOBI 3304H was selected as a 1997
Good Design Product sponsored by Japan’s
Ministry of International Trade and Industry.
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Introducing the world’s first A3-size portrait format 4-color offset

presses—the RYOBI 3304H and 3304HA—developed in response to

the market’s demand for multiple color and digitalization. These presses feature a satellite

V-shaped 5-cylinder system, which enables a compact size measuring a mere 3.8 m2.

Plus, they can easily handle metal plates as well as polyester-based plates to realize

economic 4-color printing. And to greatly reduce the labor involved in making color

adjustments, RYOBI offers its original Ink Volume Setter software (option), which calcu-

lates image area ratio data from pre-press systems run by Macintosh computers, resulting

in even more productive operation. In addition, the 3304HA features a Semi-Automatic

Plate Changer that makes changing plates significantly easier. The Plate Changer’s high

plate mounting accuracy means less time required for registration.

Offering superb cost-performance and the ability to handle various paper stock and

sizes, the 3304H and 3304HA effectively meet the growing demands for multi-color

printing in envelopes, postcards, direct mail and other diversified short-run jobs. Discover

the printing presses that are destined to set a new standard in color printing—the RYOBI

3304H and 3304HA.

An Affordable and Versatile
4-Color Offset Press for the Increasing
Printing Demands of a New Generation

RYOBI 3304H
RYOBI 3304HA
 A3-Size Portrait Format 4-Color Offset Press

RYOBI PCS-F operation stand
(printing control system)

Note: A model without the RYOBI PCS-F is also available. However, the RYOBI PCS-F
is a factory-installed system and cannot be retrofitted in the field.
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Stable and Reliable Multi-Color Printing

Small Size, Big Performance!
Color Printing Becomes Even More Economical

Satellite V-Shaped 5-Cylinder System
The RYOBI 3304H and 3304HA feature a simple mechanism that

links two sets of 2-color printing units (each a satellite V-shaped
5-cylinder system) via three transfer drums. Printing is completed

with only four gripper changes, increasing image positioning

accuracy and providing superb color registration. Double sprung
grippers used on the paper feed drum, impression cylinders and

transfer drums firmly grip the paper. Accordingly, even during

high-speed operation and heavy solid printing, a precise registra-
tion accuracy is maintained.

RYOBI SuperDampener
The dampening section features the RYOBI SuperDampener, a

continuous dampening system originally developed by RYOBI. A
6-roller arrangement, including a motor-driven fountain roller,

forms an optimal aqua film on the plate surface from the start of

printing. This flexible system enables the operator to finely adjust
the dampening supply volume to match ink, plate materials, paper

stock and environmental conditions, and is ideal for a wide range

of plate materials including digital plates.

Reliable Paper Feed and Delivery
• The universal feeder is capable of accommodating a wide variety

of printing jobs, ranging from postcards and envelopes to flyers

and leaflets.
• Mechanical and electronic double sheet detectors and multiple

sensors monitor paper travel. The OK monitor located at the

feeder and delivery sections clearly indicates the source of the
paper trouble so the operator can take quick action.

• In the delivery section, suction wheels and an optional decurling

device stabilize paper delivery even during high-speed printing.

Envelope Feeder and Delivery Devices (option)
The envelope feeder with top supply bottom feeding provides an

uninterrupted supply of envelopes, eliminating the need to halt

printing for replenishing. Envelopes can be fed vertically or
horizontally to allow printing in either portrait or landscape

orientation. And in addition, three types of delivery device are

available to match specific
applications. Installing the unit

on the press is simple and easy

requiring no tools, allowing
quick changeovers to envelope

printing.
Note: The envelope feeder and delivery

devices are manufactured by Alpha

Engineering Inc.

Satellite V-shaped 5-cylinder system

Superior Features Shorten Make-Ready Time

Envelope feeder

Diagonal image adjustment knob (3304HA)

Semi-automatic plate changer (3304HA)

Straight-edge plate clamps with positioning pins (3304H)

RYOBI Semi-Automatic Plate Changer (3304HA)

Plate mounting can be performed automatically simply by inserting

the plate into the plate clamps and pushing the plate load button.
This system maintains high registration accuracy after mounting

and slashes the time associated with registration adjustment on the

press. Plates can also be removed quickly with no tools. Together,
these features result in significant savings in time and effort on the

part of the operator. Plus, even if more minute diagonal image

adjustments are necessary, they can be performed simply and
quickly without any tools, using the newly developed diagonal

image adjustment knob on the plate clamp. This automated system

can handle metal plates as well as polyester-based plates.

Straight-Edge Plate Clamp with
Positioning Pins (3304H)

Straight-edge plate clamps with positioning pins secure the
printing plate in position, allowing the operator to quickly and

accurately mount printing plates. Springs in the plate clamp

system allow tension to be optimally adjusted for metal plates as
well as polyester-based plates, preventing the plate from being

stretched.

Paper Size Change Button
A convenient paper size change button allows quick and easy
resetting of paper guides for different stock size. Push the button

to feed just one sheet of paper and the sheet automatically stops—

first at the front lay and then at the delivery section—to allow
paper guide setting at each section.

Diagonal Image Adjustment
Paper Feed Drum (3304HA)

and Dial Type Image Adjustment Device
The image can be adjusted up to ±20 mm vertically and ±2 mm
laterally using the image position adjustment dial. For the 3304HA,

the paper feed drum can also be used to make diagonal image

adjustments vertically up to ±0.5 mm even while the press is
running. The time and effort required for registration is thus

significantly reduced.

RYOBI RP520-220F
High-Precision Register Punch
The newly developed RYOBI RP520-220F high-precision register

punch comes standard with the 3304H and 3304HA. This unit
punches the printing plate precisely based on the registration

marks exposed on the printing plate. This reduces the registration

work load and shortens make-ready time.

RYOBI SuperDampener

Paper feed section Delivery section

RYOBI RP520-220F
high-precision register punch

Image position adjustment
dial and diagonal image
adjustment dial



4-Color Printing with Remarkable Ease

RYOBI PCS-F Provides Convenient
Remote Ink Fountain Key Operation

Total Printing Control with the RYOBI PCS-F
The RYOBI PCS-F is a printing control system including an operation stand that enables
remote control of the ink fountain keys. At the operation stand, the operator can check ink

balance and adjust each ink fountain key by remote control. Centralized operation at the

delivery side minimizes operator movement and is designed to reduce the color adjust-
ment time and increase efficiency. Approximately 100 printing data sets can be stored on

a 3.5-inch floppy disk and called up as necessary, shortening make-ready time prior to

actual printing for repeat jobs. (A model without the RYOBI PCS-F is also available upon
customer request.)

Highly Efficient Work Flow-from Pre-Press to Press
RYOBI’s Ink Volume Setter software (option) enables image area ink coverage to be

calculated based on PostScript data created on pre-press systems running on a
Macintosh. Calculated data can be imported into the RYOBI PCS-F to automatically set the

ink fountain keys. Because ink fountain key opening volumes can be set accurately and

quickly to match the image, setup times are dramatically shortened. Plus, combining a
platesetter with computer-to-plate output makes it possible to eliminate the separate

plate-making step. This results in even further savings in time and costs. RYOBI’s

technology works to provide total system support from pre-press to press.

Delivery side
centralized operation panel

Delivery Side Centralized Operation Panel
All controls needed for operation are concentrated at the delivery side in order to minimize
operator movement and allows the operator more time to focus on monitoring print

quality. After make-ready operations, the operator can start printing just by pushing the

button. Other press operations are also under simple one-touch control, including pump
activation, paper feed, inking and water form roller ON/OFF. The number of prints, speed

and dampening supply volume can be controlled, and the printing unit can be selected at

the delivery side.

Cleaning Devices for Easy Maintenance
Blanket cleaning devices are included as standard equipment. Once printing is completed,

the blankets of all four printing units can be automatically cleaned. In addition, the water

rollers can be simultaneously cleaned with the ink rollers via the bridge rollers, simplifying
maintenance.

Operation panel

Remote controlled ink fountains

RYOBI PCS-F
operation stand

Bk Y M C

Note: Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
The RYOBI Ink Volume Setter software is available as an optional accessory.

RYOBI 3304H,
3304HA

Remarkably Smooth and Easy Operation
      The Eagerly Awaited 4-Color Press Destined to  Change the Way People Think About Color Printing

Macintosh

Imagesetter
(platesetter)

Ink Volume
Setter software

(option)

Image area ratio data stored
on 3.5-inch floppy disk

Printing plates

RYOBI PCS-F
Printing Control System

System flowchart

Remote controlled ink fountain keys

PostScript RIP

Ink volume
calculation



Standard Equipment

Specifications Equipment & Accessories

Mechanical Layout Dimensions

Optional Accessories

(1) Tape inserter
(2) Decurling device
(3) Multi-size paper pile board
(4) Envelope feeder and delivery devices
(5) Print counter (total number of printed sheets, 8-digit, non-resettable)
(6) Exclusive parts for envelopes
(7) Ink Volume Setter software
(8) Dampening solution circulation device

Note: A model without the RYOBI PCS-F is also available. However, the RYOBI PCS-F
cannot be retrofitted in the field.

(1) RYOBI PCS-F printing control system
(2) Blanket cleaning device
(3) RYOBI Semi-RPC semi-automatic

plate changer (3304HA)
(4) Dial type image adjustment device
(5) Diagonal image adjustment device

(paper feed drum)
(6) RYOBI 520-220F high-precision

register punch
(7) Dampening solution cooling/

circulation device
(8) Plate cylinder predetermined position

stop function (3304H)
(9) Double sheet detector

(mechanical and electronic)
(10) Paper jam detector

(feeder board, blanket, transfer and
delivery sections)

(11) Paper pull-out device
(12) Delivery pile automatic lowering

mechanism
(13) Delivery table dolly lower limit switch
(14) Delivery suction wheel
(15) Powder spray device

(16) Preset repeat counter with batch
function (electronic, 5-digit)

(17) Machine counter
(number of machine rotations,
8-digit, non-resettable)

(18) Static eliminator
(19) Ink roller clean-up attachment

(4 pcs.)
(20) Pre-pile
(21) Paper feed table (2 pcs.)
(22) Delivery table dolly
(23) OK monitor
(24) Emergency stop buttons
(25) Safety covers
(26) Cylinder safety bars
(27) Plunger can
(28) Oil pan
(29) Tools
(30) Compressor for air cylinder

(3304HA)

RYOBI 3304HA

TOKYO HEAD OFFICE:

3-15-1 SOTOKANDA, CHIYODA-KU,

TOKYO 101-8618, JAPAN

TEL. (813) 3257-1502, FAX. (813) 3257-0223

RYOBI home page. http://www.ryobi-group.co.jp

RYOBI LIMITED

is the trademark of Ryobi Limited.
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Printed in Japan

Number of Printing Units

Dampening System

Max. Paper Size

Min. Paper Size

Paper Thickness

Max. Printing Area

Printing Speed

Blanket with aluminum bar

Universal feeder

Pre-pile

440 mm (17.32")

Chain delivery

440 mm (17.32")

Ink rollers: 16 (form rollers: 3)  Water rollers: 6 (form roller: 1)

8 mm (0.31")

±20 mm (0.79")

±2 mm (0.079")

Centralized oiling system

Three-phase, 200V, 50/60Hz, 14A Three-phase, 200V, 50/60Hz, 17A
or other voltages  or other voltages

4kW 5kW

3,750 x 1,040 x 1,595 mm (12'4" x 3'5" x 5'3")

3,000 kg (6,610 lbs) 3,050 kg (6,724 lbs)

4

RYOBI SuperDampener continuous dampening system

340 x 450 mm (13.39 x 17.72")

90 x 100 mm (3.54 x 3.94")

0.04 – 0.3 mm (0.0016 – 0.012")

330 x 438 mm (12.99 x 17.24")

3,000 – 10,000 S.P.H.

RYOBI 3304H RYOBI 3304HA

335 x 485 mm
(13.19 x 19.09")

335 x 485 ±1 mm
(13.19 x 19.09 ±0.04")
metal plate: thickness=0.15 mm
polyester plate: thickness=0.2 mm

Straight-edge plate clamp
with positioning pins

Straight-edge plate clamp
with positioning pins (with
diagonal image adjustment
knob)

Blanket Type

Feeding System

Feeder Pile System

Feeder Pile Capacity

Delivery System

Delivery Pile Capacity

Number of Rollers

Gripper Margin

Vertical Image Adjustment

Lateral Image Adjustment

Oiling System

Power

Wattage

Dimensions (L x W x H)

Net Weight

Plate Size

Plate Clamp Type

Design and specifications are subject to change without notice. Specifications may
slightly differ depending on the country.


